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Following the recent release of various Conversation Agents (CAs) (e.g., ChatGPT4), teens are increasingly using CAs for interactive knowledge discovery on sensitive topics, including mental and sexual health topics. Exploring such sensitive topics through online search has been an essential part of adolescent development, and CAs can support their knowledge discovery on such topics through human-like dialogues. Yet, never-before encountered risks have been documented with teens’ interactions with AI-based CAs, such as being exposed to sexually inappropriate content and/or being given advice that is detrimental to their mental and physical wellbeing (e.g., to self-harm). We discuss some of the challenges related to ensuring the safety of youth when interacting with CAs regarding sexual and mental health topics. We call for discourse on how to build guardrails for the safe evolution of AI-based CAs for youth.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Conversational Agents (CAs) are systems enabled with the ability to interact with the users using natural human dialogue [32]. Recently, Microsoft made their Bing search engine available for conversational search [24], Google released their own chatbot Bard [12], and OpenAI released GPT-4 [27]. CAs (often called chatbots) can offer recommendations, answer questions, and converse with users. Now conversational agents are increasingly used by teens for learning and knowledge discovery [11] including mental and sexual health topics [34]. Exploring sexual health topics through online search has been an essential part of adolescent (ages 13-17) development [10, 31], and CAs can support their knowledge discovery on such topics through human-like dialogues. Yet, never-before encountered risks have been documented with teens’ interactions with AI-based CAs, such as being exposed to sexually inappropriate content and/or being given advice that is detrimental to their mental and physical wellbeing (e.g., to self-harm) [7, 18]. For instance, weeks after Snapchat’s new Large Language Model (LLM) based chatbot (i.e., My AI) was released, multiple claims have been reported about inappropriate content for teens that My AI generated including advice on how to have sex for the first time with an adult partner [7]. Such risks can arise due to generative AI models that are trained on presumably the entirety of the internet without any bounds, making CAs developmentally inappropriate for the uniquely social, yet vulnerable, stage of adolescence [17]. Considering the existing and potential harms that CAs can pose to youth, we need to start thinking about how to build guardrails to keep CAs safe for youth, especially related to sensitive topics, such as mental and sexual health. In this position paper, we present the current landscape of mental and sexual health CAs designed for youth, their potential benefits and challenges, and call for further research.
2 CURRENT LANDSCAPE

Since the recent release of various CAs, the search has transformed into a more interactive process of chatting with conversational agents to be more about knowledge discovery. Now conversational agents are increasingly used by teens for learning and knowledge discovery [11] including mental and sexual health topics [34]. According to a recent survey, fifty percent of youth ages 12 to 18 reported having used ChatGPT for learning, and those who used ChatGPT are three times more likely to use it than search engines (e.g., Google) for future knowledge discovery [23]. As adolescents do not seek professional help for sensitive health problems due to perceived social stigma and embarrassment, confidentiality, and financial costs [29], CAs are applied in a variety of settings in the health domain.

2.1 Conversational Agents to Support Youth Mental Health

A plethora of work has been done to explore CAs to support adolescents’ mental health including mental health interventions [1, 5, 6, 20], education/training for mental well-being [9, 13, 19, 26], and providing mental health-related information/resources [3, 21, 34]. For instance, educational content or relevant information based on Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) and positive psychology is delivered by CAs based on youths’ inquiries related to mental health issues such as depression, anxiety, and stress [5, 8, 37]. In the majority of the existing work, user testing with the concepts and/or prototypes has been conducted to explore the acceptability, user engagement, and effectiveness of reducing mental health symptoms (e.g., depression, anxiety, alcohol abuse). The potential benefits of such mental health CAs include accessibility and serving as a middle ground for adolescents who are not comfortable with in-person conversations about their mental health needs. Adolescents in such situations benefit from access to resources [34] and emotional support by friendly and empathic, yet knowledgeable responses generated by CAs [15].

2.2 Conversational Agents to Support Youth Sexual Health

Compared to mental health, CAs to support youth’s sexual health information seeking are under-studied. While youths suffer from various physical and mental challenges due to a lack of knowledge about sexual and reproductive health, they are reluctant to use specialized services and have limited awareness about their sexual and reproductive health issues [30]. CAs can be used for sexual health information seeking especially at-risk youth populations such as sexual minority adolescents, who are even less likely to seek professional care due to limited resources and social stigmatization [2, 14]. Recently, a few sexual health CAs for youth have been studied to facilitate adolescents’ sexual information seeking [4, 21, 25, 30, 36]. The potential benefits of conversing with CAs for sexual health information seeking are their accessibility and ability to have non-judgemental conversation [28]. At the same time, one of the major barriers to using CAs was lacking human-like traits such as cognitive and affective empathy (e.g., the responses given by CAs were perceived as dry and generic) [25]. Users were also skeptical that CAs are capable of helping them when they felt anxious about their sexual health, specifically in the context of HIV, pregnancy, and other aspects of health that are perceived as highly consequential, potentially severe, and/or stigmatizing.

3 KEY CHALLENGES TO ADDRESS

Broadly, there are two technical approaches to building CAs: LLM-based and Rule-based. The major challenge of existing CAs in the mental and sexual health domain stemmed from the underlying technologies to develop the systems. We outline key challenges related to two different approaches that we would like to discuss with the workshop participants.
3.1 Challenges in Rule-based CAs: Restrictive and Less-Human Like Responses

Rule-based CAs are developed with pre-defined keywords and commands programmed by the developer. Most of the CAs in the healthcare domain were built upon pre-defined sets of responses based on domain-specific knowledge. For instance, 400 answers about the most frequently asked sexual health topics that the domain experts reviewed are encoded to CAs, and when users ask questions, CAs process users’ input using natural language processing, and provide the most relevant answer from a set of 400 pre-defined answers by using rule-based decision tree techniques [4]. This means that the users are restricted to receiving predetermined answers to their questions, and there is little or no room for free responses. If a user enters a question or sentence without predetermined keywords, the conversational agents will be unable to understand the input and respond with a default message such as “Sorry, I did not understand.” Despite these restrictions, simple conversational agents are frequently used in the sexual health domain [2]. As a result, interactions were perceived as limited in exploring individual issues and contexts, lacking sufficient depth to make clinical judgments and recommendations. CAs were considered restricted in offering personalized advice, as participants had doubts about the effectiveness of an algorithm or computer pattern being able to provide advice on sexual health and the complexities associated with lifestyles and activities [25]. The technology was seen as only providing advice about mainstream, easily accessible information, already available on the Internet. Subsequently, some struggled to understand the need for chatbots in sexual health [25]. Yet, the majority of the existing research [4, 21, 25, 30, 36] implemented rule-based approaches to develop CAs to provide mental and sexual health information for adolescents.

3.2 Challenges in LLM-based CAs: Unregulated, Offensive, and Inappropriate Responses

On the other hand, LLM-based CAs that are trained on presumably the entirety of web data [16] have the potential to tackle the above challenges. These conversational agents do not respond with pre-defined answers but rather generate coherent follow-up text to user inputs, trained on human-generated textual data such as Wikipedia content or social media posts [22]. Recent large language models (e.g., GPT-4) with a larger number of parameters have enabled a new paradigm of in-context learning, in which models understand input text written in human language (i.e., a prompt), and generate the following text that coherently follows the prompt [16]. With such capability, LLM-based CAs have the potential to undertake more complex tasks that involve greater interaction, reasoning, prediction, and accuracy [35].

Yet, research on LLM-based CAs is still sparse and in the early stage (almost nonexistent in the sexual health context). More critically, there are limitations and challenges already documented in designing LLM-based CAs, which are mainly resulting from the inherent characteristics of LLMs. Since LLMs have learned a vast amount of online text, there is a risk that the conversation flow can go beyond directions intended by the CAs designer [16]. Particularly, the risks inherent to LLM-based CAs can introduce adolescents to new types of risks such as being exposed to developmentally inappropriate and/or inaccurate content [18]. Such problems could be inherent in LLM-based conversational models as they generate responses with the highest probability of relevancy, making responses unfiltered and unregulated, and even offensive and inappropriate [17]. With human-like and authoritative responses from LLM-based CAs, it may be difficult for younger users (e.g., adolescents) to distinguish accurate information and fabricated answers [33]. Hence, designing developmentally appropriate and safer CAs for teens is pivotal for promoting their online safety. However, very little work has been done in the area of keeping teens safe with conversational agents. As a consequence, teens and parents are left without guidelines to set healthy boundaries, as well as policymakers have no regulations to require tech companies to abide by to keep younger users safe. Therefore, we call for more efforts to design and develop developmentally appropriate and safe LLM-based CAs for teens while fulfilling their information needs.
4 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Our position is that we need to start thinking about how to build guardrails for the safe evolution of AI-based CAs for youth. Overall, safe CAs for youth need to be discussed at the intersection of AI technology, youth-centered design, and clinical support. Below are suggestions for future directions.

- In terms of AI technology, research on LLM-based CAs in general is still at the beginning and new approaches (e.g., prompt tuning) are needed to refine the models to generate developmentally appropriate content for youth.
- As early evidence showed that teens prefer friendly and empathic responses generated by CAs, research on the personality (e.g., older peer vs. health professional like) of CAs needs to be conducted.
- Finally, the effectiveness of CAs has mainly been examined by trials with concepts/prototypes with a small number of users. Therefore, more research efforts to evaluate fully functioning systems with a larger number of participants are needed.

5 CONCLUSION

Our research interests align with the purposes of the workshop to identify the major challenges for the new frontiers of generative AI with Generation Z themselves, activists, and industry practitioners. We hope the insights from the workshop will benefit us better understand the perspectives of the multi-stakeholders regarding the use of CAs for discovering knowledge about sensitive topics including sexual and mental health. Also, while we have identified some of the safety issues of LLM-based CAs to support adolescents’ mental and sexual health information seeking, we hope that participating in the worship will help us address some of the remaining challenges.
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